
P A R T I I 

FINITE STATE MACHINES 
AND REGULAR LANGUAGES 

In this section, we begin our explo
ration of the language hierarchy. 
We will start In the inner circle, 
which corresponds to the class of 
regular languages. 

We will explore three techniques, 
which we will prove are equivalent. 
for defining the regular languages: 

• Finite state machines. 
• Regular languages. 

• Regular grammars. 
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T he simplest and most efficient computational device that we will consider is the 
finite state machine (or FSM). 

EXAMPLE 5.1 A Vending Machine 

Consider the problem of deciding when to dispense a drink from a vending ma
chine. To simplify the problem a bit, we 'U pretend that it were still possible to buy 
a drink for $.25 and we will assume that vending machines do not take pennies. 
The solution that we will present for this problem can straightforwardly be ex
tended to modem, high-priced machines. 

The vending machine controller will receive a sequence of input~ each of which 
corresponds to one of the following events: 

• A coin is deposited into the machine. We can use the symbols N (for nickel), D 
(for dime), and Q (for quarter) to represent these events. 

• The coin return button is pushed. We can use the symbol R (for return) to rep

resent this event. 
• A drink button is pushed and a drink is dispensed. We can use the symbol S 

(for soda) for this event. 

After any finite sequence of inputs, the controller will be in either: 

• A dispensing state, in which it is willing to dispense a drink if a drink hutton is 
pushed. 

• A nondispensing state, in which not enough money has been inserted into the 
machine. 

While there is no bound on the length of the input sequence that a drink rna· 
chine may see in a week, there is only a finite amount of history that its con
troller must remember in order to do its job. It needs only to be ahle to answer 
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the question, "Has enough money been inserted, since the last time a drink was 
dispensed, to purchase the next drink? .. It is of course possible for someone to 
keep inserting money without ever pushing a dispense-drink button. But we can 
design a controller that will simply reject any money that comes in after the 
amount required to buy a drink has been recorded and before a drink has actu
ally been dispensed. We will however assume that our goal is to design a cus
tomer-friendly drink machine. For example, the thirsty customer may have only 
dimes. So we'll build a machine that will accept up to $.45. If more than the nec
essary $.25 is inserted before a dispensing button is pushed, our machine will re
member the difference and leave a .. credit'' in the machine. So. for example, if a 
customer inserts three dimes and then asks for drink, the machine will remember 
the balance of $.05. 

Notice that the drink C()ntroller does not need to remember the actual se
quence of coins that it has received. It need only remember the total value of the 
coins that have been inserted since the last drink was dispensed. 

The drink controlh:r that we have just described needs 10 states, corresponding 
to the possible values of the credit that the customer has in the machine: 0, 5, 10, 
15, 20, 25, 30, 35. 40, and 45 cents. The main structure of the controller is then: 

The state that is labeled S is the start state. Transitions from one state to the 
next are shown as arrows and labeled with the event that causes them to take 
place. As coins are deposited, the controller's state changes to reflect the amount 
of money that has been deposited. When the drink button is pushed (indicated as 
Sin the diagram) and the customer has a credit of less than $.25, nothing happens. 
The machine's state does not change. If the drink button is pushed and the cus
tomer has a credit of $.25 or more, the credit is decremented by $.25 and a drink is 
dispensed. The drink-dispensing states, namely those that correspond to ''enough 
money", can be thought of as goal or accepting states. We have shown them in the 
diagram with double circles. 

Not all of the required transitions have been shown in the diagram. It would be 
too difficult to read. We must add to the ones shown all of the following: 

• From each of the accepting states, a transition back to itself labeled with each 
coin value. These transitions correspond to our dec~ion to reject additional 
coins once the machine has been fed the price of a drink. 
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EXAMPLE 5.1 (Continued) 

• From each state, a transition back to the start state laheled R. These transitions 
wilJ be taken whenever the customer pushes the coin return button. They cor
respond to the machine returning all of the money that it has accumulated 
since the last drink was dispensed. 

The drink controller that we have just described is an example of a finite state ma· 
chine. We can think of it as a device to solve a prohlcm (di!ipcnse drinks). Or we can 
think of it as A device to recognize a language (the .. enough mont:y''language that con
sists of the set of strings. such as NOD. that drive the machine to an accepting state in 
which a drink can be dispensed). In most of the rest of this chapter. WI.! will take the lan
guage recognition perspective. But it docs also make sense tu imagine n finite state ma
chine that actually acts in the world (for example. by outputting u coin or a drink). We 
will return to that idea in Section 5.9. 

The history of finite state machines substantially prctllltcs modern 
computers. (P. 1) 

5.1 Deterministic Finite State Machines 
Aflnlt~ statt machin~ (or FSM) is a computational dt!vice whose input is a string and 
whose output is one of two values that we can call Accept ami Rej(•t.:t. FSMs are also 
sometimes called finite state automata or FSAs. 

If M is an FSM, an input string is fed to M one character at a time. left to right. Each 
time it receives a character. M considers its current state und the new charact~r and 
chooses a next state. One or more of M's states may be marked as accepting states. If M 
runs out of input and is in an accepting state, it accepts. If. h<)\vcvcr, M runs out or input 
and is not in an accepting state. it rejects. The number or steps that M cxccuh:s un input 
to is exactly equal to lw\, so M always halts and either accepts or rejects. 

We begin by defining the class of FSMs whose ~havior is detcnninistic.ln such machines, 
there is always exactly one move that can be made at each step; that move is determined by 
the current state and the next input charactcr.ln Section 5.4. we will rcl<lx this restriction and 
introduce nondetenninistic FSMs (a1so called NDFSMs). in which thert! may. at various 
points in the computation. be more than one move from which the machine may choose. We 
will continue to use the term FSM to include both deterministic and nondeterministic FSMs. 

A telephone switching circuit can easily be modeh.:d as a DFSM. 

Formally, a d~terministic FSM (or DFSM) M is a quintuple (K. ~. 6, s. A). where: 

• K is a finite set of states, 
• I is the input alphabet, 
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• s e K is the start state, 

• A ~ K is the set of accepting states, and 

• ~is the transition function. It maps from; 

K 
state 

X 

input symbol 
to K . 

state 

A conflgumtlon of a DFSM M is an element of K >< l:•. Think of it as a snapshot 
of M. It captures the two things that can make a difference to M's future behavior: 

• Its current state. 

• The input that is still left to read. 

The initial configuration of a DFSM M, on input w. is (sM. w). where sM is the start 
state of M. (We can use the subscript notation to refer to components of a machine M's 
definition, although, when the context makes it clear what machine we are talking about, 
we may omit the subscript.) 

The transition function ~ defines the operation of a DFSM M one step at a time. We 
can use it to define the sequence of configurations that M will enter. We start by defin
ing the relation yielcls-in-one-step. written 1-M· Yields-in-one-step relates configttration1 
to configuratiolll iff M can move from configuration1 to configuration2 in one step. Let 
c be any element of l: and letw be any element of l:*. Then, 

We can now define the relation yields, written I-M• to be the reflexive, transitive 
closure of 1-M· So configuration c, yields configuration c2 iff M can go from c. to c2 
in zero or more steps. ln this case, we will write: 

A computation by M is a finite sequence of configurations Co, c., ... , Cn for some 
n ~ 0 such that: 

• Co is an initial configuration, 

• Cn is of the form (q, e), for some state q e KM (i.e., the entire input string has been 
read}, and 

• Co 1-M c, 1-M C2I- M ... 1-M Cn. 

Let w be an element of I*. Then we will say that: 

• M accepts w iff (s, w) 1-M• (q, e), for some q eAM· Any configuration (q, e), for 
some q e A M• is called an accepting configuration of M. 

• M rejects w iff (s. tv) 1-M• (q, e), for some q f AM. Any configuration (q, e), for 
some q ~AM, is called an rtjecting configuration of M. 

M halts whenever it enters either an accepting or a rejecting configuration. It will do so 
immediately after reading the last character of its input. 

The language accepted by M, denoted L(M), is the set of all strings accepted by M. 
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EXAMPLE 5.2 A Simple Language of a's and b's 

Let L = {toe {a, b} * : every a is immediately followed by a b}. L can be accept
ed by the DFSM M = ( { q0, CJ~o q2}, {a. b }. 6. qu. {q0}), where: 

8 = {((qo, a), q1), 

((qo, b). CJo). 

((q •• a), q2), 

((q., b). qo). 

((q2, a), q2), 

((q2. b), q2))}. 

The tuple notation that we have just used for 8 is quite hard to read. We will 
generally find it useful to draw ~ as a transition diagram instead. When we do that. 
we will use two conventions: 

1. The start state will be indicated with an unlabeled arrow pointing into it. 
2. The accepting states will be indicated with double circles. 

With those conventions. a DFSM can be completely specified hy a transition 
diagram. So M is: 

----..::b 

a a 

We will use the notation a, b as a shorthand for two transitions. one labeled a 
and one labeled b. 

As an example of M's operation. consider the input string abbabab. M's 
computation is the sequence of configurations: (tJu. abbabab), (q1, bbabab). 
(q0, babab), (qo. abab ), (qt. bab ), (qo. ab ), (q1, b). (q,.,. e). Since q0 is an accepting 
state, M accepts. 

If we took at the three states in M. the machine that we just huilt. we sec that they 
are of three different sorts: 

1. State q11 is an accepting state. Every string that drives M to stutc i/u il\ in L . 

2. State q1 is not an accepting state. But every string that drives M to stall! q1 C(lUld 
turn out to be in L if it is followed by an appropriate continuation string. in this 
case. one that starts with a b. 
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3. State q2 is what we will call a dead state. Once M enters state q2, it will never 
leave. State q2 is not an accepting state, so any string that drives M to state q2 has 
already been determined not to be in L, no matter wha1 comes next. We will often 
name our dead states d. 

EXAMPLE 5.3 Even length Regions of a's 

Let L = { w e {a, b} • : every a region in w is of even length}. L can be accepted 
by the DFSM M: 

a b a,b 

If M sees a b in state q1, then there has been an a region whose length is odd. 
So, no matter what happens next, M must reject. So it goes to the dead state d. 

A useful way to prototype a complex system is as a finite state machine. See 
P. 4 for one example: the controller for a soccer-playing robot. 

Because objects of other data types are encoded in computer memories as binary 
strings, it is important to be able to check key properties of such strings. 

EXAMPLE 5.4 Checking for Odd Parity 

Let L = {we { 0, 1} • : w has odd parity}. A binary string has odd parity iff the 
number of 1 's in it is odd. So L can be accepted by the DFSM M: 

1 0 

One of the most important properties of finite state machines is that they are guar
anteed to halt on any input string of finite length. While this may seem obvious, it is 
worth noting since, as we'll see later, more powerful computational models may not 
share this property. 
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THEOREM 5.1 DFSMs Halt 

Theorem: Every DFSM M. on input tv, halts after In• I stt:ps. 

Proof: On input to, M executes some computation Cu 1- ,., C1 1- A1 C2 1-"'' ... 1-M 
C,, where C0 is an initial configuration and C, is of the form ( q. e). for some state 
q e KM· C, is either an accepting or a rejecting configuration. so M will halt when 
it reaches C,. Each step in the computation consumes one character of ·w. So 
n = lwl. Thus M will halt after Ito I steps. 

5.2 The Regular Languages 
We have now built DFSMs to accept four languages: 

• "enough money to buy a drink .. , 
• {we {a, b }*:every a is immediately followed by a b r. 
• {we {a, b} • :every a region in w is of even length} , and 

• binary strings with odd parity. 

These four languages are typical of a large class of lnngung~.:s that can be accepted by 
finite state machines. 

We define the set of regular languages to be exactly those that can ht! accepted by 

some DFSM. 

EXAMPLE 5.5 No More Than One b 

Let L = {we {a, b} • : w contains no more than one b}. L is regular because it 
can be accepted by the DFSM M: 

b b a,b 

Any string with more than one b will drive M to the dead state tl. AU other 
strings will drive M to either q0 or qlt both of which are accepting states. 

EXAMPLE 5.6 No Two Consecutive Characters Are the Same 

Let L = {we {a. b} • : no two consecutive characters are the same}. L is regular 
because it can be accepted by the DFSM M: 
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a,b 

The start state, q0• is the only state in which both a and bare legal inputs. M will be 
in state q1 whenever the consecutive characters rule has not been violated and the 
last character it has read was a. At that point, the only legal next character is b. M "ill 
be in state q2 whenever the consecutive characters rule has not been violated and the 
last character it has read was b. At that point, the only legal next character is a. Any 
other inputs drive M to d. 

Simple languages of a's and b's, like the ones in the last two examples, are useful 
for practice in designing DFSMs. But the real power of the DFSM model comes from 
the fact that the languages that arise in many real-world applications are regular. 

The language of universal resource identifiers (URis), used to describe 
objects on the World Wide Web, is regular. ( 1.3.1) 

To describe less trivial languages will sometimes require DFSMs that are hard to 
draw if we include the dead state. In those cases, we will omit it from our diagrams. This 
doesn't mean that it doesn't exist. Sis a function that must be defined for all (state, 
input) pairs. It just means that we won't bother to draw the dead state. Instead, our 
convention will be that if there is no transition specified for some (state, input) pair, 
then that pair drives the machine to a dead state. 

EXAMPLE 5.7 Floating Point Numbers 

Let FLOAT = { w : w is the string representation of a floating point number}. 
Assume the following syntax for floating point numbers: 

• A floating point number is an optional sign, followed by a decimal number, 
followed by an optional exponent. 

• A decimal number may be of the form x or x.y, where x andy are nonempty 
strings of t.lt!cimal digits. 
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EXAMPLE 5.7 (Continued) 

• An exponent begins with E and is followed by an optional sign and then an 
integer. 

• An integer is a nonempty string of decimal digits. 

So, for example, these strings represent floating point numbers: 

+3.0, 3.0, 0.3El, 0.3E+l, ~.3E+l, -3E8 

FLOAT is regular because it can be accepted by the DFSM: 

d E d 

In this diagram, we have used the shorthand d to stand for any one of the deci
mal digits (0 - 9). And we have omitted the dead state to avoid arrows crossing 
over each other. 

EXAMPLE 5.8 A Simple Communication Protocol 

Let L be a language that contains all the legal sequences of messages that can be 
exchanged between a client and a server using a simple communication protocol. 
We will actually consider only a very simplified version of such a protocol, but the 
idea can be extended to a more realistic model. 

Let l:L = {Open, Request. Reply, Close} . Every string in L begins with Open 
and ends with Close. In addition, every Request, except possibly the last. must be 
followed by Reply and no unsolicited Reply's may occur. 

L is regular because it can be accepted by the DFSM: 

Reply 

Open Request aose 

Close 

Note that we have again omitted the dead state. 
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More realistic communication protocols can also be modeled as FSMs. (1.1) 

5.3 Designing Deterministic Finite State Machines 
Given some language L. how should we go about designing a DFSM to accept L? In 
general. as in any design task. there is no magic bullet. But there are two related things 
that it is helpful to think about: 

• Imagine any DFSM M that accepts L. As a string w is being read by M, what prop
erties of the part of w that has been seen so far are going to have any bearing on the 
ultimate answer that M needs to produce? Those are the properties that M needs to 
record. So, for example, in the .. enough money" machine, all that matters is the 
amount of money since the last drink was dispensed. 'Which coins came in and the 
order in which they were deposited make no difference. 

• tf L is infinite but M has a finite number of states, strings must "cluster". In 
other words, multiple different strings will all drive M to the same state. Once 
they have done that, none of their differences matter anymore. If they've driven 
M to the same state, they share a fate. No matter what comes next, either all of 
them cause M to accept or all of them cause M to reject. In Section 5. 7 we will 
show that the smallest DFSM for any language Lis the one that has exactly one 
state for every group of initial substrings that share a common fate. For now, 
however, it helps to think about what those clusters are. We'll do that in our 
next example. 

A building security system can be described as a DFSM that sounds an alarm 
if given an input sequence that signals an intruder. (J.l) 

EXAMPLE 5.9 Even a's, Odd b's 

Let L ={we {a, b}*: w contains an even number of a's and an odd number 
of b's}. To design a DFSM M to accept Lt we need to decide what history mat
ters. Since M's goal is to separate strings with even a's and odd b's from strings 
that fail to meet at least one of those requirements, all it needs to remember is 
whether the count of a's so far is even or odd and whether the count of b's is 
even or odd. So, since there are two clusters based on the number of a's so far 
(even and odd) and two clusters based on the number of b's, there are four 
distinct clusters. 

That suggests that we need a four-state DFSM. Often it helps to name the 
states with a description of the clusters to which they correspond. The following 
DFSM M accepts L : 
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EXAMPLE 5.9 (Continued) 

a 

a 

b b 
b b 

a 

a 

Notice that. once we have designed a machine that analyzes an input string with 
respect to some set of properties we care about. it is relatively easy to build a dif
ferent machine that accepts strings based on different values of those properties. 
For example. to change M so that it accepts exactly the strings with both even a's 
and even b's, all we need to do is to change the accepting state. 

EXAMPLE 5.10 All the Vowels in Alphabetical Order 

Let L = {ttl e {a - z} • : all five vowels, a, e, i. o, and u, occur in w in alphabetical 
order}. SoL contains words like abstemious. facetious. and sacrilegious. 
But it does not contain tenacious, which does contain all the vowels. but not in 
the correct order. It is hard to write a clear, elegant program to accept L. But de
signing a DFSM is simple. The following machine M dOc!s the job. In this descrip
tion of M,lct the label'·~ - {a} .. mean ··all elements of l: ~xccpt a" and let the 
label··~" mean "all elements of~··: 

I- {a} I - {e} I- {i} I- {o} ! -{a} 

Notice that the state that we have labeled ye.t functions exactly opposite to the 
way in which the dead state works. If M ever reaches yes. it has decided to accept 
no matter what comes next. 

Sometimes an easy way to design an FSM to accept a lun~uagc L is to hcgin by de
signing an FSM to accept the complement of L. Then. a~ a final step. we swap the ac
cepting and the nonaccepting states. 
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EXAMPLE 5.11 A Substring that Doesn't Occur 

Let L =, {we {a, b }*: w does not contain the substring aab }. It is straightfor
ward to design an FSM that looks for the substring aab. So we can begin building 
a machine to accept L by building the following machine to accept ..,L: 

Then we can convert this machine into one that accepts L by making states q01 qh 
and q2 accepting and state q3 nonaccepting. 

In Section 8.3 we'll show that the regular languages are closed under complement 
(i.e., the complement of every regular language is also regular). The proof will be by 
construction and the last step of the construction will be to swap accepting and nonac
cepting states, just as we did in the last example. 

Sometimes the usefulness of the D FSM model, as we have so far defmed it, breaks down 
before its forn1al power does. There are some regular languages that seem quite simple 
when we state them but that can only be accepted by DFSMs of substantial complexity. 

EXAMPLE 5.12 The Missing Letter Language 

Let ~ = {a, b. c, d}. Let LMissi.ng = { w : there is a symbol a; e ~ not appearing 
in 111}. LMissin,; is regular. We can begin writing out a DFSM M to accept it. We will 
need the following states: 

• The start state: all letters are still missing. 

After one character has been read, M could be in any one of: 

• a read. so b. c, and d still missing. 
• b read. so a, c. and d still missing. 
• c read. so a, b, and d still missing. 
• d read, so a, b, and c still missing. 

After a second character has been read, M could be in any of the previous 
states or one of: 

• a and b read, so c and d still missing. 
• a and c read, so b and d still missing. 
• and so forth. There are six of these. 
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EXAMPLE 5.12 (Continued) 

After a third character has been read. M could be in any of the previous states 
or one of: 

• a and band c read, sod missing. 
• a and b and d read. so c missing. 
• a and c and d read. so b missing. 
• band c and d read, so a missing. 

After a fourth character has been read, M could be in any of the previous 
states or: 

• All characters read, so nothing is missing. 

Every ~tate except the last is an accepting state. M is complicnted but il would be 
possible to write it out Now imagine that I. were the entire English alphahet. lt 
would still be possible to write out a DFSM to accept L,.,,Hrn~ · hut it would he so com
plicated it would be hard to get it right. The DFSM model is no longer very useful. 

5.4 Nondeterministic FSMs 
To solve the problem that we just encountered in the missing letter cx"mplc. we will 
modify our definition of an FSM to allow nondetcrminism. Recall our discussion of 
nondctcrminism in Section 4.2. We wi11 now introduce our first specific usc of the ideas 
we discussed there. Wt!'ll sec that we can easily huild a nondeterministic FSM M to ac
cept L,.,;,~;,lll. Any string in LMiuin~: must be missing at least one le tter. We'll design M so 
that it simply guesses at which letter that is. If there is a missing letter. then at least one 
of M's guesses will be right and the corresponding path will accept. Sn M will accept. 

5.4.1 What ls a Nondeterministic FSM? 
A nondeterministic FSM (or NDFSM) M is a quintuple ( K. ~.A. N, t1 ). where: 

• K is a finite set of states, 

• ~ is an alphabet, 

• s e K is the start state, 
• A ~ is the set of final states. and 
• ~ is the transition relation. It is a finite subset of: ( K x (I U (d)) X K. 

ln other words, each element of~ contains a (state. input symhol or e) pair, and a 
new state. 

We define configuration. initial configuration. accepting configuration. yic:ltls-in-nlle
step,yie/tls. and computation analogously to the way that we defined them for DFSMs.. 

Let w be an element of I*. Then we will say that: 

• M accepts 'W iff at least one of its computations accepts. 

• M rejects ·w iff none of its computations accepts. 
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'The language accepted by M. denoted L(M), is the set of all strings accepted by M. 
There are two key differences between DFSMs and NDFSMs.ln every configuration, 

a DFSM can make exactly one move. However, because ~ can be an arbitrary relation 
(that may not also be a function). that is not necessarily true for an NDFSM. Instead: 

• An NDFSM M may enter a configuration in which there are still input symbols left 
to read but from which 110 moves are available. Since any sequence of moves that 
leads to such a configuration cannot ever reach an accepting configuration, M will 
simply halt without accepting. This situation is possible because ~ is not a function. 
So there can be (state, input) pairs for which no next state is defined. 

• An NDFSM M may enter a configuration from which two or more competing 
moves are possible. The competition can come from either or both of the following 
properties of the transition relation of an NDFSM: 

An NDFSM M may have one or more transitions that are labeled e, rather than 
being labeled with a character from I. An e-transition out of state q may (but 
need not) be followed, without consuming any input, whenever M is in state q. 
So an £-transition from a state q competes with all other transitions out of q. 
One way to think about the usefulness of e-transitions is that they enable M to 
guess at the correct path before it actually sees the input. Wrong guesses will 
generate paths that will fail but that can be ignored. 

Out of some state q, there may be more than one transition with a given label. 
These competing transitions give M another way to guess at a correct path. 

Consider the fragment, shown in Figure 5.1, of an NDFSM M.lf M is in state q0 and 
the next input character is an a, then there are three moves that M could make: 

1. It can take thee-transition to q1 before it reads the next input character, 

2. It can read the next input character and take the transition to q2, or 
3. It can read the next input character and take the transition to q3• 

One way to envision the operation of M is as a tree, as shown in Figure 5.2. Each 
node in the tree corresponds to a configuration of M. Each path from the root corre
sponds to a sequence of moves that M might make. Each path that leads to a configura
tion in which the entire input string has been read corresponds to a computation of M. 

An alternative is to imagine following all paths through M in parallel. Think of M 
as being in a set of states at each step of its computation. If, when M runs out of input, 
the set of states that it is in contains at least one accepting state, then M will accept. 

FIGURE 5.1 An NDFSM with two kinds of 
nondelerminism. 
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s.abab 

tbbab 

FIGURE 5.1 Viewing nondeterminism as search through a space of computation paths. 

EXAMPLE 5.13 An Optional Initial a 

Let L = {we {a, b} * : w is made up of an optional a followed by aa followed by 
zero or more b's}. The following NDFSM M accepts L: 

M may (but is not required to) follow the £-transition from state q0 to state ql 
before it reads the first input character. In effect, it must guess whether or not the 
optional a is present. 

EXAMPLE 5.14 Two Different Sublanguages 

Let L = {we {a, b }* : w = aba or lwl is even}. An easy way to build an FSM to 
accept this language is to build FSMs for each of the individual sub languages and 
then ••gJue" them together with e-transitions. In essence. the machine guesses. 
when processing a string, which sublanguage the string might be in. So we have: 

The upper machine accepts {we {a, b} • : w = aba}. The lower one accepts 
{ w e {a, b} • : I w I is even}. 
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By exploiting nondeterminism, it may be possible to build a simple FSM to accept alan
guage for which the sma1lest deterministic FSM is complex. A good example of a language 
for which this is true is the missing letter language that we considered in Example 5.12. 

EXAMPLE 5.15 The Missing Letter Language, Again 

Let I = {a, b, c, d}. L Minint = { w : there is a symbol a1 e l: not appearing in 
w}. The following simple NDFSM M accepts LMwtnr 

a,b,d 

a,b,c 

M works by guessing which letter is going to be the missing one. If any of its 
guesses is right, it will accept. H all of them are wrong. then all paths will fail and M 
will reject. 

5.4.2 NDFSMs for Pattern and Substring Matching 
Nondeterministic FSMs are a particularly effective way to define simple machines to 
search a text string for one or more patterns or substrings. 

EXAMPLE 5.16 Exploiting Nondeterminism for Keyword Matching 

Let L = {we {a,b,c}*: 3x,ye {a,b,c}• (w = x abcabb y)}. lnotherwords.w 
must contain at least one occurrence of the substring abcabb. The following 
DFSM M1 accepts L: 
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EXAMPLE 5.16 (Continued) 

While M1 works, and it works efficiently. designing machines like M 1 and getting 
them right is hard. The spaghetti-like transitions are necessary because. whenever 
a match fails, it is possible that another partial match has alrc:ac.ly been found. 

But now consider the following NDFSM M2 •. which also accepts L: 

The idea here is that, whenever M2 sees an a. it may guess that it is at the begin
ning of the pattern abcabb. Or. on any input character (including a), it may guess 
that it is not yet at the beginning of the pattern (so it stays in q11) . tr it ever reach
es q& it will stay there until it has finished reading the input. Then it will accept. 

Of course. practical string search engines need to he small unc.l c.lcterministic. But 
NDFSMs like the one we just built can be used as the basis for constructing such 
efficient search machines. In Section 5.4.4, we will descrihe un ulg.orithm that con
verts an arbilrary NDFSM into an equivalent DFSM. It is likely thllt that machine 
will have more states than it needs. But. in Section 5.7. WI! will present an algorithm 
that takes an arbitrary DFSM and produces an equivalent minimal one (i.e .. one 
with the smallest number of states). So one effective way to huihl a correct and 
efficient string-searching machine is to build a simple NDFSM. convert it to an 
equivalent DFSM. and then minimize the result . One ultl!rnativc to &his three-step 
process is the Knuth-Morris-Pmtt string search algnrithm. which"'~ will pn:sent in 
Example 27 5. 

String searching is a fundamental operation in every word prncessing or text 
editing system. 

Now suppose that we have not one pattern but several. Hand crafting :1 DFSM may be 
even more difficult. One alternative is to usc a specialized. kcyword-sc<trch FSM-build
ing algorithm that we will present in Section 6.2.4. Anoth.!r is tu huilc.l a simple 
NDFSM. as we show in the next example. 
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EXAMPLE 5.17 Multiple Keywords 

Let L = { w e {a, b} • : 3x, y e {a, b} • (( w = x abbaa y) V ( w = x baba y))}. In 
other words, w contains at least one occurrence of the substring abbaa or the sub
string baba. The following NDFSM M accepts L: 

The idea here is that, whenever M sees an a, it may guess that it is at the beginning 
of the substring abbaa. Whenever it sees a b, it may guess that it is at the begin
ning of the substring baba. Alternatively. on either a or b, it may guess that it is 
not yet at the beginning of either substring (so it stays in q0) . 

NDFSMs are also a natural way to search for other kinds of patterns, as we can see 
in the next example. 

EXAMPLE 5.18 Other Kinds of Patterns 

Let L = { w e {a, b} • : the fourth from the last character is a}. The following 
NDFSM M accepts L: 

The idea here is that, whenever it sees an a , one of M's paths guesses that it is the 
fourth from the last character (and so proceeds along the path that will read the 
last three remaining characters). The other path guesses that it is not (and so stays 
in the start state). 

It is enlightening to try designing DFSMs for the last two examples. We leave that as 
an exercise. If you try it. you'll appreciate the value of the NDFSM model as a high
level tool for describing complex systems. 
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5.4.3 Analyzing Nondeterministic FSMs 
Given an NDFSM M, such as any of the ones we have just considered. how can we an
alyze it to determine what strings it accepts? One way is to do a depth-first search ot 
the paths through the machine. Another is to imagine tracing the execution of the orig· 
inal NDFSM M by following all paths in parallel. To do that. think of Mas being in a set 
of states at each step of its computation. For example, consider again the NDFSM that 
we built for Example 5.17. You may find it useful to trace the process we are about to 
describe by using several fingers. Or. when fingers run out. use a coin on each active 
state. Initially, M is in q0• If it sees an a. it can loop to state q11 or go to q1• So we wiD 
think of it as being in the set of slates ( q0• q1} (thus we need two fingers or two coins). 
Suppose it sees a b next. From q.,. it can go to q11 or q6• From q1, it can go to q2• So. after 
seeing the string ab, M is in {qo. q2, q6 } (three fingers or three coins). Suppose it sees a 
b next. From qo. it can go to q0 or q6• From q2• it can go to cJ3• From q6• it can go 
nowhere. So, after seeing abb, M is in { q11• q3• qt~}. And so forth. If. when all the input 
has been read, M is in at least one accepting state (in this case, q5 or q,))• then it accepts. 
Otherwise it rejects. 

Handling e-Transitions 
But how shall we handle e-transitions? The construction that we just sketched assumes 
that all paths have read the same number of input symbols. But if. from some state q~ 
one transition is labeled e and another is labeled with some clement of I. M consumes 
no input as it takes the first transition and one input symbol as it takl.-s the second tran
sition. To solve this problem, we introduce the function eps: KM- fjJ (K.u ). We define 
eps(q), where q is some state in M. to be the set of states of M that are reachable from 
q by following zero or more s-transitions. Formally: 

eps(q) = {peK :(q.w) 1-M• (p.w)} . 

Alternatively. eps(q) is the closure of { q} under the relation ( (p, r) : there is a tran
sition (p. s. r) e A}. The following algorithm computes eps: 

eps(q: state) = 

1. result = {q }. 

2. While there exists some p e result and some r (t re.mlt and some transition 
(p, s. r) e A do: Insert r into re.~ult. 

3. Return result. 

This algorithm is guaranteed to halt because, each time through the loop. it adds an 
element to result. It must halt when there arc no clements left to add. Since there is 
only a finite number of candidate elements. namely the finite set of states in M. and no 
element can be added more than once, the algorithm must eventually run out of ele
ments to add, at which point it must halt. It correctly computes ep.~(q) bccau. .. e. by the 
condition associated with the while loop: 

• It can add no clement that is not reachable from q following only e-transitions. 

• It will add all elements that are reachable from q following only £-transitions. 
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Consider the following NDFSM M: 

' I 
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I ' 

To compute eps(q0), we initially set result to {q0}. Then q1 is added, producing 
{ qa, q1}. Then q2 is added, producing { qo, q1, q2}. There is an e-transition from q2 
to qo, but q0 is already in result. So the computation of eps(q0) halts. 

The result of running eps on each of the states of M is: 

eps(qo) = {qo, qh q2}· 

eps(qt) = {qa, qh q2}· 

eps(q2) = {qo, qh q2}· 

eps(q3) = {q3}. 

Example 5.19 illustrates clearly why we chose to define the eps function, rather than 
treating e-transitions like other transitions and simply following them whenever we could. 
The machine we bad to consider in that example contains what we might choose to call an 
e-loop: a loop that can be traversed by following only e-transitions. Since such transitions 
consume no input, there is no limit to the number of times the loop could be traversed. So, 
if we were not careful, it would be easy to write a simulation algorithm that did not halt. 
The algorithm that we presented for eps halts whenever it runs out of unvisited states to 
add, which must eventually happen since the set of states is finite. 

A Simulation Algorithm 
With the eps function in hand, we can now define an algorithm for tracing all paths in 
parallel through an NDFSM M: 

ndfsmsimulate ( M: NDFSM, w: string) = 

1. current-state = eps(s). /*Start in the set that contains M's start state 
and any other states that can be reached 
from it following only e-transitions. 
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2. While any input symbols in w remain to be read do: 

2.1. c = get-next-symbol( w ). 

2.2. nC!xt-state = 0. 
2.3. For each state q in currem-.watt• do: 

For each state p such that (q. c, p) e .1 du: 

next-swte = next-state U ,./).'1 (p ). 

2.4. cltrrem-stt~te = next-slllte. 

3. If current-sUite contains any states in A. accept. Else reject. 

Step 2.3 is the core of the simulation algorithm. It says: Follow every arc labeled c from 
every state in currem-sttll~. Then compute next-stllle (and thus the new vulue of current· 
stllte) so that it includes every state that is reached in that process. plus every state that 
can be reached by following e-transitions from any of those stale!\. For more on how this 
step can be implemented, sec the more detailed description of mlf'wnsimultllt.~ that we 
present in Section 5.6.2. 

5.4.4 The Equivalence of Nondeterministic and Deterministic FSMs 
In this section. we explore the relationship between the DFSM and NDFSM models 
that we have just defined. 

THEOREM 5.2 If There is a OFSM for L, There is an NDFSM for L 

Theorem: For every DFSM there is an equivalent NDFSM. 

Proof: Let M be a DFSM that accepts some language L M is <1lso an NDFSM that 
happens to contain no e-transitions and whose transition relat ion happens to be a 
function. So the NDFSM that we claim must exist. is simply M. 

But what about the other direction? The nondeterministk model that we have just 
introduced makes it substantially easier to huild FSMs to accept some kinds of lan
guages. particularly those that involve looking for instances of complex patterns. But 
real computers are deterministic. What docs the existence uf an NIJFSM to accept a 
language L tell us about the existence of a deterministic program to accept L? The an• 
swer is given by the following theorem: 

THEOREM 5.3 If There is an NDFSM for L, There is a DFSM for L 

Theorem: Given an NDFSM M = (K. ~- .1 , s. A) that accepts some language L~ 
there exists an equivalent DFSM that accepts L 

Proof: The proof is by construction of an equivalent DFSM M'. The construction 
is based on the function ep.tt and on the simulation ;1lgnri thm that we de
scribed in the last section. The states of M' will correspond to sets of states in M. 
So M' = (K', I, 6', s ', A'). where: 
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• K' contains one state for each element of ~(K). 

• s' = eps(s). 
• A' = { Q ~ K: Q n A ~ 0}. 
• cS'(Q. c)= U {eps(p) : 3q e Q ((q, c.p) e A)}. 

We should note the following things about this definition: 

• In principle, there is one state in K' for each element of ~(K). However, in 
most cases, many of those states will be unreachable from s' (and thus unnec
essary). So we will present a construction algorithm that creates states only as 
it needs to. 

• We 'II name each state in K' with the element of ~(K) to which it corresponds. 
That will make it relatively straightforward to see how the construction works. 
But keep in mind that those labels are just names. We could have called them 
anything. 

• To decide whether a state inK' is an accepting state, we see whether it corre
sponds to an element of ~(K) that contains at least one element of A, i.e., one 
accepting state from K. 

• M' accepts whenever it runs out of input and is in a state that contains at least 
one accepting state of M. Thus it implements the definition of an NDFSM, 
which accepts iff at least one path through it accepts. 

• The definition of cS' corresponds to step 2.3 of the simulation algorithm we 
presented above. 

The following algorithm computes M' given M: 

ndf~mtodfsm(M: NDFSM) = 

1. For each state q in K do: 

Compute eps(q). 

2. s' = eps(s). 
3. Compute cS': 

a. active-states = { s'}. 

b. cS' = 0. 

I* These values will be used below. 

I* We will build a list of all states that are reach
able from the start state. Each element of 
active-states is a set of states drawn from K. 

c. While there exists some element Q of active-states for which cS' has not 
yet been computed do: 

For each character c in ~ do: 

new-state = 0. 
For each state q in Q do: 
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For each state p such that ( q. c, p) e ~ du: 

ltew-stme = new-.'illllt U ep.'i(p ). 
Add the transition ( Q. t., new-.'ililtc) to~·. 

If new-state ft. active-state.'i then insert it into active-states. 

4. K ' = active-states. 
S. A'= {QeK': QnA #' 0}. 

The core of ndfsmtodfsm is the loop jn step 3.3. At each step through it, we 
pick a state that we know is reachable from the stitrt state hut from which we 
have not yet computed transitions. Call it Q.lncn compute the paths from Q for 
each element c of the input alphabet as follows: Q is a set of states in the original 
NDFSM M. So consider each element q of Q. Find all transitions from q labeled 
c. For each state p that is reached by such a transition. find all additional states 
that are reachable by following only .:-transitions from p. Let new-suue be the set 
that contains all of those states. Now we know that whenever M' is in Q and it 
reads a c, it should go to new-swte. 

The algorithm ndfsmtot~f~·m halts on all inputs and constructs a DFSM M' that 
accepts exactly L(M). the language accepted by M. 

A rigorous construction proof requires a proof that the construction al· 
gorithm is correct. We will generally omit the details of such proofs. But 
we show them for this case as an example of what these proofs look like. 
(Appendix C) 

The algorithm mlfmuodfsm is important for two reasons: 

• It proves the theorem that. for every NDFSM there exists an equivalent DFSM. 

• It lets us use nondeterrninism as a design tool. even though we may ultimately need 
a deterministic machine. If we have an implementation of ntlfsmwdj~m. then, if we 
can build an NDFSM to solve our problem. mlj~muulf.mr can easily construct an 
equivalent DFSM. 

EXAMPLE 5.20 Using ndfsmtodfsm to Build a Deterministic FSM 

Consider the NDFSM M shown on the next page. To get a feel for M. simulate it 
on the input string bbbacb, using coins to keep track of the states it enters. 

We can apply ndfsmtodfsm to M as follows: 

1. Compute eps(q) for each state q inK,: 
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eps (qt) = {qtt q2, q,}, eps (q2) = {q2, q,}, eps (q3) = {q3}, eps (q4)= {q4}, 
eps (q5) = {qs}, eps (q6) = {q2. q6, q,}, eps (q,) = {q,}, eps (qs) = {qg}. 

2. s' = eps (s) = {q., q2, q,}. 

3. Compute 8': 

active-states = { {qh qz, q7} }. Consider {qh qz, q,}: 

(( { q" q2. q, }, a), 0). 
(({qlt q2, q,}, b),{qh q2, q3, qs, q,, qg}). 
(( {qtt qz, q,}, c),0). 

active-states = { {qtt qz, q,}, 0, {q1, q2, q3, q5, q1, q8} }. Consider 0: 

((0, a), 0). /* 0 is a dead state and we will generally omit it. 
((0, b), 0). 

((0, c),0). 

active-states = { {qlt qz, q,}, 0, {qh q2, q3, q5, q1, q8} }. Consider 
{qh qz, q3, qs, q,, qg}: 

(( {q" qz, q3, qs, q,, qg}, a), {qz, q4, q6, q7} ). 
(( {qh qz, q3, qs, q,, qg}, b), {qh qz, q3, qs, q6, q,, qg} ). 
(( { qh qz, q3, qs, q7, qg}, c), { q4} ). 

active-states = { { qt, q2, q1}, 0, { q., q2, q3, q5, q1, q8}, { qz, q4, q6, q,}, 
{qh qz, q3, qs. q6t q,. qg}, {q4} }. Consider {qz, q4, q6, q7} : 

(( { qz, q4, q6• q7 }, a), 0). 

! \ 
I 
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EXAMPLE 5.20 (Continued) 

( ( { l/2• q4, q,.,, lJ1}. b). { l];., l]s. (/x} ). 

(( {q2, lJ.&• lJt,. Q7 }. c), {l/:!· l/7} ). 

active-stares= {{q,.qz,l/7},0, {CJt·lJ2• lf3· lf!<· lJ7·lfx}. {IJ:!.tl4·tJ, ,tJ7}, 

{q., l/2• l/3• q~. lJt.• lJ1• lfx}. {q4}. {q3. lJ~· q~}. {t/1. (/7} }. 

Consider { q., qz, lfJ, q~, l/f.>• l/7• q~} : 

(( { lJt· lJ2• l/3· lJS• lJf.>· q,. CJx}. a). { tf:!• lJJ• q,.. lJ7} ). 

(( { l/1> lJz, lJJ· lJs. q,, l/7• lJx}. b). { lJt· iJ'!.• lJ:;, lJ5• tJo· l/7· C/s} ). 

(( {q,. l/2• l/3· q~. lft-• lJ7, liM}. c). {qz, lJJ· q, } ). 

liCtive-states = { {q,. l/1· (/7}. 0, {q,. l/2• q:;. CIS• l/7• Qx}. {lJ:!· t/4· q ... t77}.{q,. Qz, 

lJJ• lfs· l/6· q,. lJs}, {q.&}, {tJ:;, lf5· lJx}. {tJ2. q, }, {lJ2· l/4· tJ7 } }. C\msidcr {q4}: 

(( {q4} , a), 0). 

(({qJ}.b).0). 

(({q4} , c), {tJ2, lJ7}). 

aclive-slllte.'i did not change. Considt!r { C/3· lis· tJx}: 

(( {q3. CJs, CJR} , a), {qz, l/4· lffl·l/7} ). 

( ( { CJ3• l/5• CfK} • b), { l/:!• lJfl, l/1} ). 

(( {q3, lfs, CfK}. c), {q4} ). 

tlC:Iive-state.5 = {{q,.lJl•l/7}. 0. {lft·Cf2·lf3·lfs. l/7·l/x). {'h·lJJ•l/fl·t/7}, 

{ lit• l/2• l/3• l/5• l/6• l/7• lJx} • { lJJ} • { lJ;.. CJ~ · C/x} · { lf2• '17}. { t/?_, lJJ• 1/7) • { C/2• lJfl• lJ1} }. 

Consider { Qz, l/1} : 

(( {qz, q7}, a). 0 ). 
(({qz,q,} . b). {q3,lJs. lJx}). 

(( { q2• q7}. c), 0 ). 

acrive-srates did not change. Consider { q2, q4 , l/1}: 

(( {qz , l/J. q7}. a). 0). 
(( { l/2• l/4· l/7} . b), { t/3· l/5· lb.}). 

(({q2, q_..q, }. c). {qz, q, }). 

tlctive-swte.5 did not change. Consider { q2• t/(, q7 }: 

(( {q2• lin• 117 } . a). 0). 
(( {q2, lJ6· q,}, b), {q:;. l/s. C/1$ } ). 

( ( { lJ2· lJ6· l/7}. c }. { C/2· CJ7} ). 
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active-states did not change. ~ has been computed for each element of 
active-sWU!S. 

4. K' = UlJt·lJ2,q, },0, {qhq2.qJ,qs, q,,qtJ}, {q2,q4,q6,q,}, {qhq:!.q3. 
qs. q6. q,. qll}, { q4}. { q3, q5. qg}, { q2, q, }, { q2, q4. q, }, { q2, qt,. q,} }. 

S. A' = { { qh C/2• q3, qs. q,, ql!}. { qh q2, q3, qs. q6, q,. qg} • { q3, qs, qg}} · 

Notice that, in Example 5.20, the original NDFSM had 8 states. So I~(K)I = 256. 
'111ere could have been that many states in the DFSM that was constructed from the 
original machine. But only 10 of those are reachable from the start state and so can 
play any role in the operation of the machine. We designed the algorithm mlfsmtoclfsm 
so that only those 10 would have to be built. 

Sometimes. however. all or almost all of the possible subsets of states are reachable. 
Con!iidcr again the NDFSM of Example 5.15. the missing letter machine. Let's imagine 
a slight variant that considers an 26 letters of the alphabet. That machine M has 27 
~tate~ So, in principle, the corresponding DFSM could have 227 states. And, this time, 
all subscb are possihle except that M can not be in the start state. q11• at any time except 
hcfme the first character is read. So the DFSM that we would build if we applied 
ntlfmrwdj~m to M would have 2::!J• + 1 states. In Section 5.6. we will describe a tech
nique for interpreting NDFSMs without converting them to DFSMs first. Using that 
techni4uc. highly nondctem1inistic machine~ like the missing letter one, are still practical. 

What happens if we apply mlfmrtodfsm to a machine that is already deterministic? 
It must work, since every DFSM is also a legal NDFSM. You may want to try it on one 
of the machines in Section 5.3. What you will sec is that the machine that ndfsmtodfwn 
builds. given an input DFSM M. is identical toM except for the names of the states. 

5.5 From FSMs to Operational Systems 
An FSM is an abstraction. We can describe an FSM that solves a problem without wor
rying about many kinds of implementation details. In fact, we don't even need to know 
wh~thcr il will he etched into silicon or implemented in software. 

Stntccharts, which are based on the idea of hierarchically structured transi
tion networks.. arc widely used in software engineering precisely because 
they enable system designers to work at varying levels of abstraction. (H.2) 

FSMs for real problems can be turned into operational systems in any of a number 
of ways: 

• An FSM can be translated into a circuit design and implemented directly in 
hardware. For example. it makes sense to implement the parity checking FSM of 
Example 5.4 in hardware. 
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• An FS~ can be simulated by a general purpose interpreter. We will describe de· 
signs for such interpreters in the next section. Sometimes all that is required is a 
simulation. In other cases, a simulation can he used to check a design before it is 
translated into hardware. 

• An FSM can be used as a specification for some critical aspect of the hehavior of a 
complex system. The specification can then be impkmcntcd in soft ware just as any 
specification might be. And the correctness of the implementation can be shown 
by verifying that the implementation satisfies the specificat ion (i .e .. that it match· 
es the FSM). 

Many network communication protocols. including the Alternating Bit pro· 
tocol and TCP. are described as FSMs. ( 1.1) 

5.6 Simulators for FSMs • 
Once we have created an FSM to solve a prohlcm. we may want to simulate its execu
tion. In this section. we consider techni4ues for doing that. starting with DFSMs.. and 
then extending our ideas to handle nondcterminism. 

5.6.1 Simulating Deterministic FSMs 

We begin by considering only deterministic FSMs. One approach is to think of an 
FSM as the specification for a simple, table-driven program and then proceed to write 
the code. 

EXAMPLE 5.21 Hardcoding a Deterministic FSM 

Consider the following deterministic FSM M that accepts the langu:lgc L = { 1V e 
{a, b} * : w contains no more than one b} . 

b 

We could view M as a specification for the following program: 
Until accept or reject do: 

S: s =get-next-symbol. 
If ,\' =end-of-file then accept. 
Else if s = a then go to S. 
Else if s = b then go to T. 
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